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Hales describes merging
international scene
CHRIS HANSON
Staff Writer
The Second Annual International
Student Association Conference
kicked off last Saturday morning with
a speech by keynote speaker Stanton
Hales, Vice-Preside- nt for Academic
Affairs. The conference, entitled
"Emerging New Worlds Winds of
Change," began with the speech and
ran through Sunday.
Hales' speech concentrated on wel-
coming students to the conference,
and provided a brief overview of the
merging international scene.
Hales, a self-describ-ed mathemati-
cian, first referred to several faculty
members who were to lead informa-
tional sessions on various issues later
in the conference. The topics these
seminars addressed ranged from the
international role of the media, led by
Rod Korba, to Richard Ryner's ses-
sion on the world economy.
Hales continued by stressing that
his lecture was going to be more gen-
eral arid informal than any ofthe other
speaker's lectures, but then empha-
sized that be had traveled in Europe
three times and in Asia nine times.
Hales divided his examination of the
international scene into three main
topics: cultural celebrations, athletics
and education.
"From Mickey Mouse (paintings
on the walls) in Tiananmen Square, to
the celebration of the Chinese New
Year in San Francisco we are well
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Faculty approves Figge
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
The facility at its Monday meeting
approved President Henry Cbpelard's
nomination. Dr. Susan Figge, for the
position of Dean of Faculty. . The
.
faculty's advisory vote was 55 to 22,
with eight abstentions.
President Copeland, in presenting
Figge for approval, emphasized how
such a nomination reflects the leader-
ship that is inherent within the Col-
lege faculty.
Before the ballot was taken, profes-
sor of chemistry Ted Williams pre-
sented his thoughts regarding the
nomination.
Williams first asserted that the pros-
pect of President Cope land's retire-
ment a the end of the 1994-9- 5 aca-
demic year has prompted the forma-
tion of factions in the faculty and a
general "mean-spiritednes- s" among
its members. He stated that certain
groups, especially minority women
down trie road to a blending of inter-
national cultures," remarked Hales.
He commented that theculturesof the
world are slowly diffusing and inter-
mingling, to the point that eventually
no country will have a completely
unique culture.
Hales moved on to athletics, com-menting- on
his experiences asamem-be- r
of the International Badminton
Federation. He remarked that while
sitting on the sports council, be has
discovered that "Sportsmen and
sportswomen are among the world's
. best diplomats." This comment re-inainedapro- rriinent
theme for the rest
of the address.'
On the topic of education. Hales
began by reminding the audience that
for many years the only form of study
abroad for colleges and universities
riad been ue Rhodes Scholar or other
similar small programs. Today, how-
ever, Hales pointed out that "Even at
small liberal arts schools like Wooster,
students may choose from dozens of
programs in all the nations of the
world."
Hales further commented on the
number of international students
studying in the United States, which
had skyrocketed in recent years. He
cited several thought-provokin- g sta-
tistics, including the fact that at the
University of Texas in Austin, there
are enough foreign students enrolled
to make up Z5 times the total enroll- -
continued on page 2, coi. 1-- 2
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groups, are treated unfairly on cam-
pus.
Williams continued by presenting
his concern about the "narrow focus"
of the candidate at hand. A candidate
that instead brought together the dif-
ferent factions would be more benefi-
cial, he commented.
To conclude, Williams indicated
his lack ofsupport for the candidate at
hand and advocated that the College
promote a new effort to bring strong
academic leadership to the forefront
of the campus community.
Figge's approval by the majority of
the faculty will be presented this com-
ing week at the meeting of Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees.
The trustees, by their general meeting
in April, will seek a replacement for
Figge in the German department
Immediate action to seek a replace-
ment for Figge will take place next
week at the Educational Policy Com-
mittee meeting, which grants leave
replacement positions at the College.
Great Decisions focuses on Germany
Leadership role desired despite internalproblems
KRISTIN L.FLACHSBART
Staff Writer
The second lecture of the Great
Decisions Forum on United States
foreign policy occurred last Tuesday
to a packed auditorium in Gault Re-
cital HalL The speaker, Chris Schmid,
spoke on "Germany's Role: In Eu-
rope, in the North Atlantic."
Schmid, with a master's degree in
mechanical engineering, is the presi-
dent of Luk, Inc. He has served as the
Development Manager of Luk in a
branch company in Germany.
Schmid began by stating mat he
had a disadvantage giving this speech
since he has a German accent, and
was not really an expert in Germany's
role in Europe. He added that he was
much more concerned with the U.S.
economy than that of Germany.
He stated that Germany has started
two world wars in this century, and
consequently is looked upon with fear
by the rest of Europe. The country
and its political decisions are "suspect
to the rest of the world."
After World War II, Schmid ex-
plained, Germany drafted a new con-
stitution. The main goal of this effort
was for Germany to have equal rights
and be an equal partner in a unified
Europe. Thus, Schmid added, Ger-
many has been wanting a unified Eu-
rope in order to fulfill its constitu-
tional goal.
However, Schmid stated, Europe is
far from unified. The continentis split
McCartney reviewed
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Students react to pledging
FUSE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
With pledging activities finished,
students who experienced the process
have had the opportunity to reflect on
their experiences.
A new member of a club com-
mented, "It was a good experience. It
taughtme lots of traditions and I got to
know each person better." She also
added, "Everybody made a strong
effort to get to know me personally."
Another woman remarked that she
depledged due to personal reasons.
"The entire time I was a pledge was
very positive, but I feltl was not ready
for it. Personally, I found no hazing
while I was a pledge."
She added that the pledging pro-
cess was relaxed, and thatbeing forced
to wear the same types ofclothing and
march in a line were not instituted.
Another student who depledged
said," I left because they were asking
me to be something I'm not and ask
7
Chris Schmid spoke on Germany's
into two parts: the former Warsaw
Pact countries of Eastern Europe and
the Western European countries, in-
cluding the members of the European
Community (EC). The 12 EC coun-
tries are Belgium, Denmark, France,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Portugal, and Spain.
Men's basketball
continues strong play
despite rash of injuries
M back page
Winning isn't everything
page 10
ing me to do stuff I'm uncomfortable
with. I understand this is part of
pledging, but still--
." The student
commented that this involved for-
mally recognizing actives whenever
they were seen on campus.
The former pledge also questioned
as to how the actives would act after
pledging was over and contemplated
whether their friendship was worth
paying for. T can hang out with the
members I like anyway."
A student who pledged a section
remarked, "If done properly, it can be
worthwhile. Before I went through it,
I was wary of it arid didn't think itwas
necessary. But now I realize it is and
because of this, I wouldn't wantsome-on- e
else to wear my letters without
going through the same process."
He added that much is to be learned
about the group and what it stands for.
He stressed that pledging is a time to
find out what you can do for the
.
section, and notjust what it can do for
you.
photo by PAUL BORDEN
role in Europe Tuesday evening.
Originally, European unity began
with the formation of the Economic
Community. The shift to the Euro-
pean Community (EC) showsadesire
for political and economic unity
throughout the continent.
Schmid reflected how such unity
continued on page 2. col. 3-- 4
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NATIONAL
Search for unbiased jury for Rodney
King incident continues
The second trial of Rodney King got off to a slow startWednesday as the
courts were faced with the problem of finding a jury assured to render an
unbiased verdict. Many fear that a verdict of "guilty" will be issued just to
prevent further violence from erupting in Los Angeles and other dues.
O President Bill Clinton decided to spend $3 1 billion on business tax breaks
and other spending designed to help the economy. According to economists,
the economy has been growing and will continue to do so, as the main index
of economic prediction rose 19 percent.
O President Clinton cut the military spending budget by $ 14 billion in his
first step toward fulfilling his campaign pledge of cutting military spending.
O Researchers at U.CL.A. said thai they found a quick, cheap method of
detecting the HJ.V. virus in infants. This method is 80 percent accurate.
Children bom to mothers with the HJ.V. virus have a 20 to 30 percent chance
of being infected.
Marge Schott, owner of the Cincinnati Reds, was suspended for one year
and fined S25XXX) after the ruling executive council of Major League Baseball
came to the conclusion that she had made ethnic slurs.
INTERNATIONAL
Bosnia president requests U.S. reject
proposed 'ethnic cleansing'
The president of Bosnia appealed to the United States to reject a proposed
peace plan that endorses "ethnic cleansing" by the Serbians. The Clinton
administration responded by saying the United States will not press Bosnian
Muslims to accept the peace plan. Clinton is currently working on his own
peace plan which, according to the White House spokesman, will be released
"relatively 8000."
The United Nations stopped aid convoys traveling between Croatia and
central Bosnia after a United Nation aid worker was killed.
Russian republics are selling arms and technology to Ln, China and other
nations in an attempt to cam hard currency and preserve jobs.
The IsraeliArmy drew up a list of 100 Palestinian deportees to be brought
back from Lebanon. The deportees said that only if all 400 of them were
allowed back at once would any of them return. The Prime Minister of Israel
responded that by allowing only 100 of the Palestinians to return he preserved
his right to deport hundreds more in the future.
National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with information from The New York Tunes
ISA Conference speaker
explores education, athletics
continued fromfront page
mentatWooster.
In a question and answer period
following Hales' speech, one confer-
ence member asked how Hales could
envision a "unified world," with
bloody territorial disputes occurring
in areas such as the former Soviet
Union and India. He responded by
commenting that while a world gov-
ernment is a long way off, the United
Nations and other smaller mulii-na-tion-al
federations, from the European
Economic Community to the Federa- -
tion of American States, could pave
the way into the future.
Hales addressed other questions,
including the suggestion that sports
can be viewed as smaD wars between
nations. Hales renia! that sports are
a far more acceptable solution to dis-p- u
observing tbat,"Abloody rugby
field is better than a bloody battle-
field, as fewer die on therugby field."
In other questions he further suggested
bat an equilibrium will eventually be
achieved in mternational politics! and
thus most issues will resolve them-
selves with time.
Story ideas? News tips?
Give us a caUatx-259- 8 (216-263-259- 8)
or drop us a note in campus box 3187
The Wooster Voice
Carlson speaks at banquet
honoring scholar students
4
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photo by TAKO PLATE
Guests enjoyed the banquet at Kittredge Dining Hall last Friday.
FARZAAN NUSSERWANJI
Staff Writer
The annual Recognition Banquet
was held at Kittredge Dining Hall on
January 29. The awards were pre-
ceded by a banquet for the faculty and
the students present.
The student guests comprised those
receiving honors, prizes and scholar-
ships. Students elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in their junior year and those
with distinguished academic records
(3.8 GPA and above) were invited as
were the College Scholars and
Clarence B. Allen Scholars of the
Class of 1996.
Schmid delivers second lecture
in Great Decisions Series
continued from frontpage
was practically impossible within 12
countries who collectively spoke 22
different languages. The Commu-
nity, according to Schmid, needs a
central leader, and Germany is the
best country for the job, having the
largest population and the highest
European GNP. Yet the remainder of
Europe does not want a Germany to
become a leader.
Germany, while unified, has prob-
lems of its own. Western Germany is
pouring in $250 million per day into
Eastern Germany.
Schmid said this money b "money
down the drain." Eastern Germany's
unemployment rate is at 50 percent,
although official sources quote it at a
lower 25 percent.
This is because when the USSR
split aoart. Eastern Germany's only
market did as welL Pay rates between
the two halves of Germany are conse-
quently uneven. The country hopes to
The banquet was followed by an
address entitled ' Journeys-Th- e Long
Walk' by MarjorieM. Carlson '62.
Carlson is the Iirector of Donor Re-
lations at The Cleveland Foundation
and a member of the Board ofTrust-
ees of the College. In a speech full of
deHghuhumorand messages, she tried
to " provide encouragement."
Folkjwing the address, honors were
given out to students by the Vice-Preside- nt
for Academic Affairs, R.
Stanton Hales. Dean Yvonne Wil-
liams was awarded the Vice-Presiden- t's
award for her outstanding
exxnmitrnent and contribution to her
job, a new honor initiated this year.
have equalized pay rates by 1996
what Schmid called this an impos-
sible goaL
Germany1! interest rates have sky-
rocketed to 12-1- 4 percent. These
high rates are tearing down the EC
' monetary system. Cor other countries
are forced to raise their interest rates
to prevent their own currencies from
becoming devalued. He said Ger-
many is solving its own problems at
the expense of the rest of Europe."
Schmid stated that Germans are not
hateful of foreigners, but of poverty.
They strive for perfection and do not
let their guard down. TImis. Germans
are not arrogant, but just unable to
cooperate with others. This diffi-
culty with dealing with diversity
makes Germany a difficult team
player."
Since Germany borders more coun-
tries than arryothermEurope.it must,
according to Schmid, team togetalong
with these neighbors before it can
assume any leadership rote. .
Campus Council,
Trustees examine
Greek issues
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
In the wake of the recent comple-
tion of pledging activities. College
groups are continuing investigations
into section and dub system that may
result in changes for next year.
O Campus Council's ad-h-oc com-
mittee, formed to examine the section
and club system, has begun formulat-
ing proposals concerning pledging,
initiation, exclusivity and structural
organization of the section and club
system.
The committee, which has been
gathering information about sections
and clubs throughout this academic
year, updated its findings with a re-
port on the this year's pledging activi-
ties from a Greek Life Committee
representative. Although the com-
mittee members found the current
information useful, several com-
mented that the extra input may not
necessarily affect the proposals they
formulate.
The committee intends to present a
package of proposals to the entire
Campus Council for its vote before
spring break. A majority approval
vote by Campus Council on the ad-h-oc
cornrnittee's proposals would con-
stitute social policy by which sections
and clubs must abide.
O Also examining issues surround- - .
ing sections and clubs is the trustees
ad-h-oc committee, which intends to
make a report to the general meeting
of the Board of Trustees either in
April or in May. Such a report is
expected to contain some definition
of the state of sections and clubs on
campus.
At Monday's faculty meeting, a
faculty member asked if the trustees'
ad-h-oc committee has been informed
about this year's pledging activities.
President Henry Copeland responded
that he had been unsuccessful in con-
tacting the committee members but
that such contact would be made by
the end of this week.
In theJanuary 29. 1993 issue of the
Voice, the headline "President
names Fi&ge as new dean" was
misleading. As the article stated,
the President's decision was only a
nomination that had tobe approved
by the faculty and trustees. The
articla also indicated that the
President's office provided Flgge's
name to the Voice. A faculty mem-
ber was the actual source of that
information.
In the same issue, an editorial ap-
peared which made several exag-
gerated references lo Andrews Li-
brary. The editors apologize for
any distress these may have caused.
'J1'
It
I've learned not
only to accept cul-
tural differences,
but to appreciate
and enjoy them
people, including my Czech
suitemates Jitka, Karnila, and Hana.
and my friends Daniela and Pavel,
two law students from Bma From
these people, rve learned to commu-
nicate with fewer words and more
meaning. This is an imperative when
your companions speak very limited
English and you, little Czech.
I have learned the importance of
clarity, certainty, and assertiveness in
both communication and action. If
you want your needs fulfilled you
must not be afraid to ask. In a foreign
land, uncertainty almost always re-
sults in catastrophe.
My mind was broadened by the
dmsepersonahfirsanriifVofboth
my Czech and American peers. The
time away from my Yeal" life pro-
vided a chance for me to put my
priorities m order and gain a little
focus. It also taught me to lower my
expectatkraofbompeopfcandplaces.
To gfve an example: Since my se-
nior year in high school, the year of
the Velvet Revolution, I have been
enchanted by Chechoslovakia. My
impressions ofChechoslovakia come
from encyclopedia photos of vfllag-e-rs
in traditional dress, articles on a
country where a playwright became
president, Kundera novels, and the
very descriptive classical music such
as Smetana's "Die Moldau" and
Dvorak's "Slavonic Dances." So,
when the bus pulled up to Kolej
Roskkeho Blok B (my dormitory)
this August, I was tired, cranky, and
my feet hurt.
Matters were made worse by my
tond remembrances of a sunny and
glorious island in Greece. But some
thing else was wrong. I was not just
bothered by my sore feet and sweet
summer nostalgia.
The problem went
deeper.
Where was that in-
tellectual and
aura that sur
rounds all of
J
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The road less traveled
in the Czech Republic
ANNA K. VON UNWERTH
Special to the Voice
From my semester in Olomouc it
has become apparent to me that no
amount of travel can fully prepare
you forasemester study abroad, espe-
cially in a country like The Czech
Federal Republic.
Unlike backpacking aroundEurope,
as I did this summer, stopping here
and there, seeing this site and that, and
always joined at the
hipofaclose friend,
staying in one coun-
try for an extended
period of time has
forced me to adapt
to a new culture.
'language, and
I lifestyle.
I For many sm
arts, the semester abioad represents
a time ofserious introspection brought
about by the myriad challenges and
obstacles set forth by a new and alien
environment. For me it was a hum-
bling experience as well as a con-
structive one. I have learned commu-
nication, organization, ratience. the
arts ofbeing mellow and taking things
U in stride. .
Perhaps the most important lesson'
f I vc learned, however, is acceptance.
1 Acceptance of new and different
i r !;- -! fnrrfs and nermle. Acceptance
of a different lifestyle. Acceptance of
things I cannotchange. I have tried to
stereotype less and investigate more.
Ibelievethatrmamorecpen-minde- d
person for iL Most ofall, I've learned
not only to accept cultural differences,
but to appreciate and enjoy them as
welL
My stay in The Czech Republic
allowed me to meet many wonderful
Kundera's stories
and characters and
that pervades the
strains of The New World Sym
phony"? My expectations were dealt
a harsh blow and all I could see were
rowsof ugly panolacs (concrete build-
ings indicative of Eastern Europe,
much like housing projects) and pol-
luted, industrial skies ahead of me for
four months.
It was not until I gave up my pre
conceived notions and allowed my
self to really see the beautiful historic
buildings, and actually meet some
Czechs, that I was able to adapt, and
further, appreciate Czechoslovakia
and all of its beauty.
I look at Olomouc and The Czech
Republic a lot differently now than I
didfburmonihsago. IpraiseOlornouc
for what it does have (gorgeous old
baroque buildings) and what it is get
ting (free enterprise), ratherthan corn--
plain about what it does not have.
I learned to enjoy simple things like
shopping at marry link stores instead
ofone mum purpose. I even learned to
love the cobrJestonestxeetsthatripped
an ofmyshoe heels to shreds. I accept
the things which make me different
from the Czechs, sucn as tnexr sngnt
timidity, and I empathize with their
difficult economic situation.
Cultiiral difference is irnportanL To
learn aboutand immerse yourself ma
new culture makes you appreciate
what we, as Americans have, as well
as enjoy what the things that we do
not.
There is a poem by Robert Frost
that has strangely reappeared at the
important junctures in my life. I
learned it at the age of 12 when I was
leaving childhood and entering ado-
lescence It again reappeared my se-ni-or
year in high school as my gradu-
ation theme.
Just the other week in the moun-
tains in Novy Mhny. I was again
reminded of it when I saw a fork in the
pathandaton ofgorgeous leaves. The
poem is called "TheRoad NotTaken"
and it discusses the choice we make
and the effect that they have on us.
Just as the narrator in the poem took
the road less traveled, I chose to do
something unique by going to a dif-
fered country, and that has oiade an
tne difference."
Vienna, Austria - an adopted home
JENEISINGER
Special to the Voice
Wien, Wien, nur du allein"
("Vienna, Vienna, only you alone")
I have always known that I wanted
part of my college experience to be
spem abroad. Wanting to practice my
German, I decided on Vienna, Aus-
tria. How could I go wrong with a city
known for Mozart, the Waltz, and
pastries?
So, I worked all summer making
money and educating people to the
fact that Vienna and Austria are not to
be confused with Venice orAustralia.
ApopularT-shirtlogoov- er there read
Tere are NO kangaroos in Vienna!".
Once we got to Vienna, Kate and I
kft for Badgastein, asmall resort town
in the Alps where our orientation
would take place. The IES (Institute
for European Studies) program in
Vienna had about 130 participants
from colleges across the US. and
Europe.
Three of us came from Woosten
Kate, Kathleen Culhane and myself.
In Badgastein, we got to know each
other, went hiking in the Alps, and
took a dip in the spa. Every moment
was sheer torture, let me tell you!
After three days there, we all took
the train back to Vienna and find our
new housing. Kate and I decided to
room with two women from
Wittenberg. We stayed in anold apart-
ment with a Hausfrau (landlady) who
we came to affectionately call
"Brunhilda".
During the four months we were
there, my roommates and I estab-
lished a routine. During the week, we
studiedand concentrated on Viennese
culture, on weekends we traveled.
Kate had a lot of good advice be-
cause she had been in Europe since
the previous June taking classes and
travelling on her own. During her
month off between semesters, Kate
travelled to Germany, Switzerland,
Belgium, France, and Ireland. The
highlightofthe trip was meeting Kiefer
Sutherland at a pub in Limerick, Ire-
land.
On a more serious note, Kate and
her father visited Auschwitz, a con-centrat- ion
camp located in Poland. In
an, I went to Innsbruck. Sienna,
Salzburg, Prague, Florence, Venice,
Budapest. Berlin, and London. It's
impossibktosaywhichdtiesorcoun-- 4
tries were my favorites-eac- h place
had its own charm and attractions.
Sienna and the gorgeous Italian land-scap- e
ofTuscany hold a certain place
6
photo provided by KATIE SCHNELL
Before settling in Vienna for her semes terabroad, junior Katy SchneU
had a chance to travel around Europe. In Limerick, Ireland, she ran
into actor Kiefer Sutherland in a local pub.
in my heart, even though a botched
translation at one restaurant had me
unknowingly eat cow tongue, much
to my dismay!
Vienna is the place, though, that
became my home and the place where
most of my memories are. The
Viennese love culture, which can be
seen from the countless opera houses,
museums, and theaters. Luckily, stu-
dents can get a discount when they
buy unclaimed seats at the last minute.
I got to see Placido Domingo in
"Carmen" for about $2-5-0. Granted, I
was so high up in the gallery I got
dizzy, but at least I was there! I was
more lucky one evening when I had
thepleasure ofviewing'TJon Quixote"
from the royalty box and Kate sat in
the President's box. It gave me chills
to sit where the Habsburgs had.
Unfortunately, since I hadn't had
time tochange, I was wearing cut-of- fs
and a T-sh- irt among an of the silk,
satin, and perfume. I did my best to
blend in, but I have a sinking feeling
Ididn'L
Our experience was not an travel-ingandabsorbmgthenigh- tlife
though.
Yes, we did haveclasses, and interest-
ing ones at that IESiirvitesrxrtfessor-- s
from an over the world to teach at the
Institute. We had professors from
Hungary,. Czechoslovakia, the --
Ukraine, and the United States.
Class field trips were an integral
part of our learning experience.
Each German class went to a
Heurigen, restaurants where families
produced and sold their own wine.
Kate's German class even had the
experience of swimming at a spa that
contained 10 separate pools (all regu-
lated at different temperatures), a eu-calyptusroo- m.and
the real shocker
nude saunas. The history class that we
took involved trips to local sights
throughout Vienna that we probably
would not have ventured to other-
wise. Kate's political science class
toured OPEC headquarters and the
UN city.
Spending an extended period of
time abroad is something I urge ev-
eryone to experience.
'There were times when I wanted to
throw in the towel--we missed trains,
got lost, weren't able to communi-
cate, couldn'tbuyKooI-Ai- d, although
there was much wine to be had at the
Heurigan- s- I even had the lovely
experience of spending time in a
Chechoslovakian jaiL
Through all of this, though, I
wouldn't trade in a single moment.
The friendships that we made travel-in- g
throughout Europe wfll last a life-
time.
These experiences challenged and
expanded our minds in a way we
never knew possible.
I speak for both Kate and myself
when I say that we are not completely
trie same people we were before this.
It was such a wonderful experience
that we had a very bard time coming
back to the States and leaving our
adopted home, Vienna.
It's your turn to study abroad with the European Academic Term .
' '-
- -
, - . . -
-- ' , -
Areyoufeelmg the need for change? O
next year to study in Europe? The Urban Institute is offering an European Academic Term involving students
in a variety of cross-ct-u learnmg expcrierew w m
- The program win focus on three crucial interrelated issues involving economics, politics and sociology- -
psychology through lectures by local academics and policy experts fieM observat and
individualized field research projects. No foreign language is required, and the program is open to an majors.
George Galster and returnees of the program wiU be on campus Monday, February to provide more ,
niformation and answer any questions students may have. From 11 am to I pnvthey will be in Lowry Lobby,
arid then at4 pni, there wffl be an open discussion an
witosophjiicre class sanding are urged to attend. - - '' ,
; Stop by and explore this unique intemauorial opportunity!!! ; v - , .t ,"; ,
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Homecoming experiences in Japan
ELSABANDO
Sjrrial in tfy Vnirft
As I stepped out of the plane in
Narita Airport, I was filled with ex-
citement as I realized thatl was finally
able to revisit the place where I was
bom and had lived for fourteen years.
I had not been back for an extended
period of time since I left, and was
thrilled to be back for about eight
months, but I also wondered about
what kinds ofchanges I should expect
(would I be able to recognize my old
neighborhood?).
I spent three weeks traveling with
my cousin around the southern part of
Japan, to the northern part of Kyushu
Island. We also went down to
Kurashiki, along the coast to
Hiroshima, and back up to Matsue.
The journey ended in Kobe , the home
of my father's family. This was the
first time I had ever seen many of
these cities. We traveled by train,
viewing the rice paddies in the coun-
tryside.
Then I headed to the capital, where
I was bom. While staying with some
old family friends in my neighbor--"
hood in Tokyo, I artended summer
school at Sophia Universiry. I was
able see many small changes in the
area. I also explored, and rediscov-
ered what I could of the past. The
thing that shocked me most was the
size of everything. I fell as though the
whole city had shrunk the build-
ings, the houses, the streets, every-
thing!
I then went on to spend my fall
semester in Nanzan University in
Nagoya. I took courses like Japanese
Facing life and death issues in Russia
HEATHER MORRIS
Special to the Voice
JournalEntry: December 1 ,1992-Krasno- dar,
Russia
In anticipation of the inevitable
endless questions I'D be bit with when
I return home, I've done some think-in- g
ahead. I'm sure one question I will
hear repeatedly will be, "Was itreally
difficult to live in Russia?" Like many
potential questions, this one will be
impossible to keep to a short, concise,
five word response.
Ofcourse living here has been dif-fiqi-lt,
among other things, but I don't
think in ways that anyone who hasn't
lived in this country can imagine. It
hasn't been difficult because of the
language difference. Nor has it been
that difficult to find food to eat And
even dealing with the creepy bugs and
slimy bathrooms hasn't been a prob-
lem.
The difficulty is at a much deeper
leveL It comes from coping with ev-
eryday life in this country for an ex-
tended period of time. It's the looks,
the stares, the questions and com-
ments that build up from day to day
which eventually begin to suffocate
you, thus making life difficult
Living in this country has forced
me to come face to face wuh topics,
such as death, mat I normally try to
avoid. I've been forced to listen to
beliefs aboutwhere women belong in
this society while I swell up inside
--if
'Mv -- ' ! .1
Eka Bando studied abroad in Japan
Politics, Japanese Thought, and Inter-
mediate Translation. Staying with a
host family helped me notice differ-
ences in the cultures of Nagoya, To-
kyo and Kobe. I found that Nagoya
continued to hold many of the old
traditional customs of Japan, much
like Kobe. For example, there is a
distinct difference in the dialect, and
there are also very different dishes in
Nagoya, from noodles to soups to
desserts.
I am very glad to have been able to
return to the place where I spent most
of my life, and to reurn after two years
atWooster. This allowed me to ob-
serve the country, the culture, the
society, and the lifestyle with a criti
with disagreement and anger and find
that it does no good to state my opin-
ions on the subject I've been forced
to watch people who are close to me,
and even strangers, struggle and suf-
fer in this changing society. Yes, life
does become difficult when you're
constantly being told what to do and
what to think; when everyone but
yourself is in control of your life.
Never before has death crossed my
mind as often as it does here. The man
- dying on the bench in the center of the
city, the corpse m the entrance-wa-y of
the apartment, the homeless man we
all walked by numerous times a day,
who died not too long ago; and of
course the many old people doing
their best to keep afloat in this trying
society. It has been really hard to be
confronted with such a topic as death
on a day to day basis, corning from a
society that attempts to cover up any
reminders of death.
It has also been really difficult to
witness the overall suffering of the
people here. So many people are strug-glin-g
inso many different ways. Some
people are trying to make ends meet,
others are trying to find a purpose, a
direction in theirnewly changed lives.
It has been so hard recognizing the
suffering and wanting to help, yet
realizing that everywhere you turn
there is somebody in need of your
help.
The most difficult of all for me has
been to be a woman in this society. I
'
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last semester.
cal eye. Staying with a host family
also helped me to see the differences
between Japanese households, and to
better understand my own family.
This has given me a better overall
view of the peoples of Japan. I no-
ticed, contrary to what I bebevedjhat
I had been sccrcewrial "Westernized.
I did not appreciate the fact that
women were treated like very young,
immature, not-able-to-think-for-them- selves
girls in Japan.
The experiences I had with my
host family also surprised me. There
were many incidents which made me
fed as though I had just slipped back
in time about two or three hundred
years.
have been mistreated, seen other
women both American and Russian
mistreated, and heard women in gen-
eral spoken ofin such ways thatlhave
almost been pushed over the edge.
There's no way I could ever get used
tothecensive stares, pokes and grabs.
Nor will the open display of a man
hitting his girlfriend or wife ever cease
to upset me, . TAbove alL 111 never agree that
women should answer to men,aim to
please, work all day outside of the
home and then go home and be ex-
pected to do all of the work there. As
hard as, it has been, Tve kept my
silence on the subjea these past few
months, enough to last me a lifetime.
This isn't to say that living here this
semester hasn't been enjoyable, posi-
tive, educational and at times even
easier than living in the VS. I'm
simply saying that yes, life is difficult
in Russia. At times it can even be
suffocating.
Yet right when you're on the verge
of keeling over and dying from lack
ofoxygen, there's a refreshing trip to
the Caucuses, a rejuvenating evening
walk through the streets ofKrasnodar,
or a heart-warmi- ng talk with a Rus-
sian friend.
It's these experiences that not only
give you air to get you back on your
feet but they give you clean, fresh air
that make you appreciate all of your
experiences in this country, easy or
hard.
Student's trip to Spain a
once in a lifetime experience
KRISSE NARANCHE
Special to the Voice
Well, here I am, back in good old
Wooster after studying during the fall
semester on the PRESHCO (Program
de Estudios Hispanicos en Cordoba)
program in Cordoba, Spain, a pro-
gram co-sponso- red by The College of
wooster. Needless to say, I had a
wonderful time.
My adventures began when I ar-
rived m Madrid on September ninth. I
met everyone in my program (about
33 in all) as well as our director and his
family. We stayed ma hotel in Madrid
while visiting various sites in the city
such as the Prado Museum, the Royal
Palace, and the theater. Also during
our sojourn in Madrid, we skipped
over to Segovia for a one-da-y tour. We
travelled by bus from Madrid to
Cordoba, stopping in beautiful Toledo
on the way.
AftathehustleandbustkofMadrid,
we were glad to arrive in the smaller
and more tranquil city of Cordoba,
where we would be spending the next
three-and-a-h- alf months. Cordoba is
located in Andalusia, the southern
region of Spain, known for good
weather, good food, and friendly
peoplcThe week following our ar-
rival,we had orientation, during which
we met the Spanish students in the
dorms we were inhabiting. We also
met our professors and chose our
classes for the semester. Everyone took
IPO country: India
CHRISTOPHER N. MAHER
Staff Writer
General Information: India, with
New Delhi as capital, is the second
largest country in the world by popu-
lation, arid the seven m largest by land
area. Only China, India's northern
neighbor, has more people within its
boundaries.
India is one of the most diverse
nations in the world. There are four-
teen major languages spoken in India
(Hindi is the official language), but
over one thousand minor languages
are used. While the majority of Indi-
ans are of the Hindureligion, there is
a large Muslim minority, and Chris-tian- s,
Buddhists, and other religious
faiths are also found There are many
different ethnic groups in India from
the Indyo-Arya-ns of the north to the
Dravidians of the south. All races can
be found within India's boundaries.
Climate: India's climate is almost
as diverse as its people. There are
large desert areas, there are and some
of the largest rainy areas in the world.
Jungle sections of India are common
as are broad plains and tropical low-
lands. Probably the most well-kno- wn
geographical feature of India are the
Himalaya mountains, the largest
mountain system in the world.
History: India's history dates back
over four and a half thousand years. .
This country has survived numerous
empires and invasions over the dura-
tion of time. It was at one point one of
the richest countries in the world, but
was exploited and has since fallen
four courses, ranging anywhere from
art history to the music of Spain,
Spanish history, and literature. Our
classes were with the other Ameri-
cans in the program, but they were
taught in Spanish by Spanish profes-
sors from the liberal arts school of the
University of Cordoba.
The semester was pretty busy ,with
different activities going on in my
dorm and in the university. A few
PRESHCO people and I went on a
bus trip with Spanish students from
our uni versity to a national meeting in
Granada. This was really enjoyable
because we met people from various
parts of Spain and were able to see
some modern art exhibitions. Along
with our activities in the dorm and the
university, our director planned re-
ceptions, an open rouse, andaThanks-givin-g
dinner (to name a few).
The months flew by and before I
knew it, the time had come to leave
Spain. On the 14th of December I
reminisced about all the wonderful
people I'd met, the things I'd seen,
and the things I'd done. I thought,
"Wow, I've experienced so much in
three-and-a-h- alf months!
I met so many wonderful people,
and I learned about the history, cul-
ture, and way of life of Spain. Most
importantly, I learned a lot about my-
self, living in Spain, speaking the
language, and participating in daily
Spanish life isan experience I'll never
forget
from that point In the late 1700s
India was colonized by Great Britain,
arid did not gam independence until
1947. This was when Mohandas K.
Gandhi, one of the most well-kno- wn
figures in Indian history, led a non-
violent resistance movement against
British rule.
Government: Today, India is a
federal republic with a parliament-cabin- et
There are two parts of the
legislative branch, the Lok Sabha
(House of the People) and iheRqya
Sabha (Council of States). The ex-
ecutive branch consists ofa president
a prime minister, and a cabinet A
supreme court heads India's judicial
system. The largest political party in
btiiaistheCongress-IPan.butoth- er
parties also exist
Economy: India has agreat amount
of natural resources, but most have
notbeen developed, resulting in a low
standard of living. However, India is
modernizing and is already oneofthe
world's most industrialized nations.
Tr chief industry mhxiia is the cloth-
ing and textile industry. However, the
mantfacturing of petroleum and the
wide variety of products produced
with steel and iron are also major
Indian industries. In the mining in-
dustry, petroleum is the chiefmineral
while iron and coal are also common.
Agriculture produces approximately
one-thi-rd of the nation's income.
Farms cover over one half of India's
area. While rice is the chief grain
crcp.bararcouori, peanuts, pota-
toes, sugarcane, and many more crops
are farmed in India.
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DARIA STEFANIUK
Special to the Voice
Journal Entry -- 14 OKTABRYA
I met Tanya today. She is a close
Ukranian friend ofAlla'swho teaches
computer science at the universtiy.
Tanya is a very energetic woman in
her earfy thirties. The way she minks
and speaks is as equally fast-pac- ed as
her movements. Even though it can
be tiresome to keep up with her ani-
mated speech and quick sense of bu-ro- or
in Russian, I found myselfcom-
fortable around her at once.
It was with Tanya and Alia that
Nikki (another American student) and
I had our first experience at the local
banya (bathhouse) in Krasnodar. Of
course, I didn't know what to expect
from this long-standi- ng Slavic tradi-
tion about which I had heard numer-
ous stories.
At first there were many prepara-
tions to be taken care ofat home. One
was a special homemade moisturiz-
ing cream that Tanya whipped from
eggs, sour cream, milk and honey.
Then we packed sheets, towels, hats,
shower slippers, soap, and special tea
made from berries and select herbs.
Tanya also brought along the mint
and birch-leave- d "veniks" that were
needed to stimulate our skin for fur-
ther cleansing.
So off we went with our soomkas
seems as ifI ve waited forever. What
lies ahead? I'm trying not to go into
this with too many expectations, but
m 0m 1 1
that $ nara. ao many peopic nave
given me advice and shared wuh me
(bags), packed with the various
necessities and a fall thermos of tea.
Before we arrived, Tanya informed
Nikki and me that we wouldn't be
seeing the typical, spruced-u- p banya
that foreigners visit butwhere she and
Alia frequent every week for about
three to four hours at a time.
She had. how
March27 --The
business classes
are so different
here in. Grenada.
The professors
present such rel-
evant topics as the
European Eco--
...... nomic Commu-
nity and relations between Spain and
the US-
-
We have open discussions
about what they've presented. The
professors are quite interested in the
r .u- -. ..WArnencan poutt ot vkw uii uicac uu--
v f 1 - Atheir experiences, aH greatly appreci- - jeets. I soinetimes leave class drained
aled...4 cBut ;.it's m t,rmturn. tvraiKAbecause lt'ti 's difficult to find justm thenow v
February 5 (in Granada) -- We got
off the bus, and I was greeted by the
most wonderful rjeoplcmyhostmom,
Maribel; my host sister, Natali, who is
16yearsold;aboyaboutNatau'sage;
and a little girl They were very
friendly and even carried my suit-
cases. They speak so fast I am con-
fused about many things they said
right words to express myseu cieany
about such technical material. There
are language challenges every day.
April 12- - The highlight of the day
was seeing my first Semata Santa
(Holy Week) processional. My host
.and I walked to a good place
to watch.. Ixscfpecle weredressed
in their "repentance outfits. Their
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Russian
ever, reserved a ' -
section of rooms a
little bit better and Let me UUyou, Ifelt like
SpuSTba I'd hed any oilmen
(wiweuptoioo beaten right ouZa me. ..females ofall ages
undergo the rejuve-
nating powers of the banya in two
huge rooms.) Tanya also mentioned
with a laugh mat she didn't think we
could handle much more than two
hours since our bodies had not yet
been introduced to the vigorousness
of the banya.
Upon entering the first room, we
were told to undress totally and hang
up our clothes on a couple of metal
hooks and leave our bags on a little
wooden bench. I noticed an empty
bottle of champagne in the comer
wastebaskeL In the next room was a
large, glass-bloc- k window, table and
a wide wooden bench thai could eas-
ily fit four people. Alia spread out a
sheet to sit on while Tanya laid our
bowls for tea. Then we were each
handed sheets to cover ourselves and
hats to cover our heads.
Tanya made certain that I tucked in
all ofmy hair so it wouldn't be dam-
aged from the beat and so it would
stay out ofmy eyes and face.
In the adjoining room were two
showerheads and to the right of the
showers was me.
steamroom. The
steamroom was
about seven feet
wide and five feet
deep. Wearing
onlyourwoolhats,
theTfour of bs
shuffled into the
hot, steamy room made from smooth
oak. Tanya brought a small jar of salt
and directed us to rub it into our skin
from head to foot She explained that
this application ofsalt would cleanse
the pores of impurities by inducing us
to sweat more.
After a minute or two I began to
tingle all over. Sweat was dripping
down my face and forming a puddle
under my perspiring toes. The hat
was making my head itch. I watched
my hands turn bright red. Just when I
thought I couldn't take the heat much
longer, Tanya and Alia ushered us
into the sitting room to drink tea. The
tea was incredibly refreshing, (with a
hint of mint)
Then Tanya asked who was going
Baker on Spain: 'It seems as if I've
waited forever . . . Now it's my turn'
ERIN BAKER
Special to the Voice
because my Spanish is not as fluent as
I would like.
; Fhnisirv - T thinlr thrtt T ttflvft
Thefollowing piece is composed of found one of the most peaceful places
a series ofjournal entries nude dur-- ai earth. Almunecar.asmallercity on
ing my semester abroad in Granada, La Costa del Sol, is absolutely beau-Spa-in
during the spring of 1992. I tiful
lived with a host family during the AarcA27-WecelebratedElDi- ade
entire semester, while taking language San Jose the Spanish version of
andbusiness courses at AlhamrfTke. . Famer's Day. at my host grandpar-Sch- od
of Tourism) and ESNA (La tots apartment today. What a day!
Escula de Negocios de Andalucis). I Words were flying and sometimes
also participated in an internship at - there were at least three distinct con--,
Eurocongres, SJL. a company versaacosarouridrne.The whole farn-plansconfaxncesforothero- rganiia-
fly is very generous to me and really
experience to a
more personal
level I'm xtf&f on a treble
rS'hS headedfor SevUIa witha
on a planeto New mUZon thoughts going V
York's LaGuardia through my heed . . .
Airportand then on
mMadrid. Snain. It
attire bchexedniebecause itreminded
me ofKu Klux Klan robes. . J found
the processional very impressive.
People were carrying heavy crosses
and flags, sometimes while wearing
chains around their ankles and walk-
ing barefoot I was fascinated by aU
these people who marched underneath
those huge idols for six hours without .
.
seeing anything, knowing when to
turn in the streets only by the music,
all for repentance. -
, May! -I- wentoutwuh.-twoofmy
friends from the program, to watch
the beginnings of the festival for EL
Dia de le Cruz (Day of the Gross)
tomorrow - absolutely fascinating. .
Lots of women and children were
dressed in their typical Gypsy dress-.tr-ie
emirecoumry knew how todance
Sevillanas, a typical Andalucian
dance. Everyone was dancing in the
streets and plazas wjiere they had set
up crosses. . --the people were of aU v
'-
-ages, partying all night long. .
May 8 - This morning really was
hard for me. I can't believe that the
end of the program has arrived. I
know I am coming back to Granada
when I am done traveling with my
Eurorail Pass in Europe for the next
month, and yet there is an overwhelm-
ing sadness that won't leave. I'm sit-
ting on a train headed for Sevilla with
a million thoughts going through my
head This week has been crazy,
trying to get everything done, and
now that it s all over, I have this look
on my face like, "What happened?" I
seem to be feeling everything and
nothing at the same time.
to be first to experience the wonders
of the venik. Nikki gave me a look
mat saioyNot me!" So I volunteered
to go first while she sat with Alia and
pzctxxdskorogovorki (tongue-twister- s).
Tanya followed me into the
steamroom with a venik. She in-
structed me to lie face-do- wn and pro-
ceeded to beat my skin from shoulder
to foot with the birch branches. - At
first she,was quite gentle and then
when she didn't hear me yell, she
began to beat me more briskly. My
left arm was right nextto the openings
of outpouring vapors of steam and I
began to flinch as my skin seared. I
turned over slowly and carefully as
ordered because I was beginning to
feel a little light-head- ed from not eat-in- g
earlier in the day.
After flogging the front ofmy body,
Tanya showed me how to gently touch
my face and chest with the venik.
Then she asked me how I felt and all
I could do was smile and say,
"normalna.' (Fine, ok.)
When we entered the sitting room,
I was handed my sheet again and told
to sit down and relax while Nikki and
Alia took their turn. Tanya offered
me some more tea and showed me
how to slather on the cream. So I
worked the egg-so- ur cream-mil- k and
honey stuff into my skin while Tanya
proceeded to tell me more about her-
self and her sons, Slavick and Anton.
i .1 '
r i3
Plaza Mayor, Madrid
Funny, she nevermentioned her hus-
band even though I knew she was
niarried. She also reminisced about
her university days as a student in
Kiev, and spoke with pride about her
father who lives in Donetsk, Ukraine.
She spoke some Ukranian every now
and then and marvelled at what I
understood. AH the while, she was
grinning at me as I strained to catch
everything she said at her normal,
animated, conversational pace.
. This routine of cream application,
drinking tea, and the venik-beatin- g
occured three more times until our
skin glowed and exhaustion set in
from the heat Let me tell you, I felt
like rd had any ailments beaten right
outtame!
Afterour fourth round, we all took
showers and got dressed. I felt like a
newborn and my skin was as soft as
silk. Tanya and Alia made sure Idried
my hair entirely under one of those
hairdresser's helmets. I was feeling
pretty hungry by this time and Alia
invited me over for dinner. She also
wanted to complete the banya tradi-
tion with some ceremonial beer. All
in all, I felt tired, yet revitalized just
the same.
Tanya had introduced me to body
rejuvination Russian-styl- e. She also
showed me how women relax and get
to know each other because in the
banya, one has nothing to hide.
pboU provided by ERIN BAKER
The colorful faces of school spirit
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KappaChi members Doug Grice, Terry Gladh and John Ramby show their spirit in the Paint Your Face contest
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If you would like to become an Officer of Marines, see your Officer Selection
Officer Captain Kirk Shawhan at the Lowry Student Center from 1 030am 1 30pm
on February 9, 1993 or call collect (216) 678-42- 90 for more information.
The United States Marine Corps Officers Program salutes Black History Month- -
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What do you do with a major in
Mathematics
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
9
Instead of askin g what can you do with a major in math, senior Molly
Flewclling asks, "What can't you do with a major in maihr
Matnematics is considered by many as the broadest and most versatile
area of study in all the sciences. Although it is taught as an autonomous
subject, maxhematics overlaps with many different areas of study-everyth-ing
from biology and chemistry to marry of the social sciences.
There are many branches of the discipline: topology, number theory,
algebra, differential geometry and statistics, among others. Virtually
every field involves inathemaacs; careers in math can be found in
business, government agencies and even non-pro- fit organizations.
According to hc Infinity, the Math Department's newsletter, a study by
the Jobs Rated Almanac evaluated 244 careers according to the following
criteria: Income, Outlook, Physical Demands, Security, S tress, and Work
Environment. The top five professions turned out to be Actuary, Com-
puter Programmer, Computer Analyst, Mathematician and Statistician-a- ll
of these fields are grounded in mathematics. Good news for math
majors.
In addition, majoring in math does not mean that you will be making
a financial sacrifice after college. Many studies show that college
graduates with bachelor's degrees in math appear to be entering into the
highest paid jobs out of college. Many times these starting salaries are
greater than those ofpeople majoring in business, engineering, computer
science and chemistry. Mathematics majors are well suited to many
fields, including meteorology, statistics, and financial investment analy-
sis. Even the Peace Corps values the skills of a math student. While a
number of Wooster mathemadiical science graduates have gone on to
graduate school (some have even entered law school), many have taken
jobs in such diverse areas as business administratrs and spcrts information
coordinators. It seem that many current Wooster majors have an interest
in someday teaching math. "There is a lot of need for math teachers at all
levels, from junior high to college," senior major Bill King said.
One bonus for majoring in math as opposed to other departments at
Wooster is that there is no junior LS., only a senior thesis. But math
majors claim that avoiding junior LS. was not the major incentive for
choosing a it? major. "The math department here is really
wonderful," claims senior major Dana Jackaon. "There are no political
games played in the department. AUofthe professors are very personable
arxi approachable."
"We have a tot of fun in the department. We don t just sit around and
play chess," said professor John Ramsay. "We have a group that gets
together and plays ultimate frisbee. We also have picnics and parties.
Professor Ramsay also mentioned that the math department has a
respectable bowling team which "slaughtered" the Physics department in
then last match. .
Individuals considering majoring in mathematics should definitely
begin with an interest in the area since the study of math can be highly
technical However, the skills learned and analytical tools developed in
the study of math are worth the effort. Ramsay said that "A BA. in
rnathematics isn't going to guarantee a lifetime of happiness and lots of
money, but it does open a tot of doors to some very, mteresting and
worthwhile professions."
Want to edit !
The Voice next year?
The application deadline is Monday,
February 15, 1993. Interested stu-
dents should plan to submit a
resumS, letter of intent, and three
references to the Publications Com-
mittee', do Deb Shostak in the En-
glish department For more infor-
mation, contact professor Shostak at
X-2- 402
I
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Speak yowmind
As te Student Government Association reviews the campus
smoking policy, what changes do youfeel should be made?
7
CHRISTINE CAIRNS
First-ye- ar
"I think it's OJC It's good to have
Doo-srnoki- ng areas. So non-smoke- rs
won't have be subjected to smoking."
The origins ofGroundhog's Day
or How to predict the future -
This past Tuesday was (OHGroundhog's Day and I be-
came so caught up in the
festivities that I almost fGr-
ant
Hunor
to write mis column. I
had to decorate my groundhog tree,
call all my relatives, and of course
have the traduioiudGioundhog'sDay
dinner.
Many people do not know the true
history of the holiday. The celebra-
tion of Groundhog's Day, in which
we walch a groundhog come out his
(or her, I suppose) hole. It really is
almost as exciting as it sounds. Ap-
parently, this is the best method of
accurately determining long range
weather forecasts.
This has always been a point of
frustratkmfor the people who invented
Doppler Radar. The groundhogs never
fail to rub this point in at their annual
conventions (which are completely
out of hand I might add).
Anyway, the religious origins of
Groundhog's Day are quite interest-
ing. The holiday is routed in an ex-
tremely esoteric sect from the tenth
century which followed the teachings
of a liole known Icelandic sage who
was heard to have said, "Human be-
ings are, one and afl, salty." His
disciples took this as a sign and fledr.Ltl tiM km nimrtwlto lie, for extended periods, in cow
rjastures. completely naked. The
theory is that they interpreted the
sage's words as meaning that they
should utilize their salty nature, hence,
they were trying tpass themselves off
as cowlicks. "Cor here, cow," they
would say, "taste me. I'm salty!"
V
ELKE VEENENDAAL
First-ye- ar
"I think it's fine."
- Unfortunately, this
rardy impressed thecows,
and most of the monks
CohministJ gave up the practice. For
tne most pan, tney dis-
persed, but eventually many of the
former cult members reformed as a
jazz fusion band called "Airtight" that
had some degree of popularity in the
Tri-sta- te area for three or four years.
Of the cult members who didn't
leave, there was a brilliant thinker
named Johannes. He died at a young
age due to hookworms and exposure.
Before he died, he had teen trying to
communicate with cows. He was
unsuccessful at this but did have sev-
eral nice chats with a groundhog.
One transcript of their conversa-
tions remains. Itis locked inaairu'ght,
laser protected, storage vault twenty
feet below the surface of the earth in
NepaL Luckily I was able to secure a
copy through the inter-libra- ry loan. It
reads something like this: -
AndsokcametopasstnatJohannes
saw the groundhog, and upon seeing
him said "How are you this day?"
And he was filled with enlightenment
as the groundhog said, "Piss off, and
lazy ass outta my field."Syourlannes, knowing that this must be
th errrat mmndho2 saee that every
one was talking about at all those
(lirriierparties,calkdouttohin What
will the rest of the winter be like?"
The Groundhog replied, "Hopefully
cold, so you'll freeze to death," And
he did thus.
I think it's quiteclear from this why
wehaveGrouWiogDayandnot,say,
Llama Day.
STEVE JONES
Senior
"I would try to more effectively en-
force it. I've seen people with ciga-
rettes in non- - smoking areas because
they light up in smoking areas. I
would try to install smokeless ash-
trays in smoking areas."
First Amendment Freedoms or
Social Engineering at Wooster?
The CampusCouncil is in
tte process cVrewritingparts
of the College's speech
code. There is widespread
agreement, at least among
faculty and students, that the speech
code outlined in Section IX of the
Code ofSocial Responsibility places
too many restrictions on students' free
speech and free expression. Itisevi-de- nt
that Section K would be uncon-
stitutional at a a public college.
Many state universities have come
up with regulations that prohibit ver-
bal assault and harassment while still
allowing freedom of speech and
thought These regulations have been
examined by Campus Council, but
the admirustration has opposed these
alternatives. They want to examine
the codes of other small colleges,
hoping to find a more restrictive code.
They maintain that since The College
of Wooster is a smaller, closer knit
community, it should set its own stan-
dards. At first glance this seems
plausible. However, keep in mind
that this argument of "community
standards" is the same one that juris-
dictions in the South used to perpetu-
ate racial segregation long after the
Fourteenth Amendment
Even after examining nearby
Kenyon College's code, which
achieved the same balance of rights
and intellectual diversity that state
universities have, they still insist on a
irKxe restrictive code. And al-
though the Campus Council is pur-
ported to be the elected representa-
tives of this community, they do not
have the final say in the rewriting of
J
BETHANY BOLDEN
Sophomore
"Personally I think we should be a
non-smoki- ng campus."
the speech code. Sur-
prise! The administration
does.
Staff Writcrl Unfortunately the ad-
ministration isrxx theonly
thing students have to be concerned
about The faculty has shown its own
pejorative hypocrisy in its selective
championing of some rights and not
others. While it has been supportive
of some rights of students, it has at-
tempted to undermine others. The
light to assemble as members ofany
organization - greek or not - has been
strongly called into question by the
faculty's recent actions against the
greeks on campus.
It should be evident that rights do
not exist for the popular and
urKXMitroversial, for they do not need
them. On the contrary, they exist for
individuals and groups that do not
always, or have never, had public
support Legally speaking, hecause
it is a private institution, the College
can probablydecide who can say what
and who can associate with whom.
And we don't tolerate bigotry in the
larger society, so we shouldn't here.
But also as a society, we have made a
commitment to guarantee the rights
ofaUcitizens,rcgardlessof theirview-poi-nt
So too here we must make
sure individuals do not lose those
rights when they enter this campus
and this community.
It does not matter if one cares for
Greeks or, for that matter, offensive
speech. Whatdoesrnaneristhatifwe
purport ID be a institution based on
diversity, mat must include social and
intellectual diversity as welL
Letters
Witnesses should not have been named;
Article should consider safety of peers
Though I am a member ofa Greek
oiani7-afior- i nn rampin, th prnfriUrn
about which I am writing is doc di-
rectly related 10 the plethora of de-rogaterya-ructa
regarding Greeks that
appeared in Issue 16 of the Voice. I
instead am writing to express my con-
cern that the names of the witnesses to
the incident irrvorving Omega Alpha
Taa were printed far all to see. It is
more than a little unsettling to dis-
cover that somewhere along the line
where was a breach of confidentiality
and you perpetuated it.
The names of the witnesses are
needed only by security, Greek Life
Committee, and the Judicial Board.
Naming the witnesses in your article
may have jeopardized their safety.
Of late, our campus has been
plagued with theft, abduction, and
some students have even been threat-
ened at gunpoint. Given this context,
reporting a group of unknown masked
men in a car is not such a ridiculous
thing. They wetr unaware at the time
that the incident involved pledging
Amendments to McGaw's ugly truth;
Voice presented misinformation
It is not my purpose to enter into
any debate on the merits of McGaw
ChapeL as described by staff writers
LydiaAmerson and Graham Stevens.
It does seem appropriate, however, to
give the correct name of the architect
from New Canaan, Connecticut, Mr.
Victor Christ-Jane- r. He is also mis-
quoted in the Voice in the statement
that McGaw is one of the most dra-
matic and creative pieces of architec-
ture on Wooster's campus."
Mr.Christ-Jarjerdidsaythat,but- be
was referring to Kauke Hall, not
McGaw (See The Wooster Alumni
Bulletin, July 1969 for story.)
Perhaps, with buiklings. as with
individuals, "beauty is in the eye of
the beholder." Thus, the headline.
Roseanne comment
Voice should pay attention to images
We are writinz in response to i
article in the Jaa.Z9 issue of the Voice .
entitled, "The ugly tnuh about
McGaw." by Lydui Amerson and
Graham Stevens. -
Specifically, we are writing in re-
sponse to the fa seroence in which
the writm ask their readers, "(what
is uglier than Roseanne Barr (Arnold) '
in the shower?"
We think that this is an ignorant,
insulting, and rude statement. What
does Roseanne Arnold's body size
have to do with McGaw ChapeL and
what right do you have to make fun of
her?
If you dislike Roseanne Arnold's
personality, then focus your attempts
at humor on that aspect of her. Her
body weight, however, has nothing to
do with her personality. Would you
have made the same comment about a
thin woman or a man ofany size? We
don't think so. It would seem to us.
NOTE: Letters cannot
actrvites. However, due to a breach in
confidentiality and your willingness
lopruiuimecrasarymfbrrnation, these
people are now pawns placed be-
tween a section which is trying to
maintain its traditions, and the admin-istrato- rs
who hope 10 regulate them.
I agree that it is yewjob as editor to
print the news as it occurs on our
campus. However, I hope that you
would, as a member of this campus
community, be concerned for the
safety of your peers. Editorship of a
newspaper is a powerful position and
with power comes responsibility. In
this case, that responsibility involved
the safety of your fellow College of
Wooster students. The integrity of
your story would not have been com-
promised in the least had you not
mentioned the witnesses names. As
it stands, there are two of your peers
who are fearing for their safety, and
your article only made things worse,
EMILY LYONS
Senior
"McGaw's depraved aesthetics"
sounds extreme. I would urge stu-
dents to look at McGaw when the
Cleveland Orchestra appears, and the
dull interior is lighted with color, tex-
ture, excitement and joy. Or on Bac-
calaureate Sunday, when parents and
friends crowd into its pews. Then
McGaw becomes what Christ-Jan- er
intended it to be."an experience in the
hearts and nundsofWooster students.
One final note: the distinguished
professor who supplied the writers
with some of the correct information
was Dr. Lowell W. Coolidge.
CLARE ADELSCHREIBER
Former Director, College of
, Wooster nursery school
was unwarranted:
rathernsitnathatfcaokay to make
fun ofa woman because she is over- -.
weight. If this a rict the intent of the
KAiemnt, then all we can say is that
the comment was unnecessary and
totally imppropriate. -
Women in our society are under
enough pressure to conform to a cer-
tain body size. We Grid a unfortunate ,
thatTAe WoosterVoice supposedlya
publication for all members of the
Xollege of Wooster community,"
made such a prejudiced statement. If
this article was an editorial, that would
be one thing, but in a so-call- ed feature
article, which ideally should be as
unbiased as possible, the comment
regarding Roseanne Arnold's body
size was completely unwarranted.
JENNI PARK, MEGAN
STEPHEN, CARRIE YOUNG
First-yea- rs
exceed 300 words
Library hints for Independent Study
Although it's too latefor this year's
seniors, I'd like to give some hmts 10
next year's about using the library
effectively for LS. research.
First, don't assume that our library
will be able to support any topic you
choose. The library materials budget
is well-suppcrt- ed by the adrninisua-tio- n,
and our librarians do a
concientious job working with the
faculty to develop the collection. We :
have a very good library for a college
our size, but we do have some gaps,
and we don' tpretend to have a coUec--ti- on
the size ofKent's or Ohio State's
or even Oberlin's.
Second, don'tassume thatyou're a
world-cla-ss library researcher. Li-
braries are very complex, and you
shouldn't expect to find everything
on yourown. For that reason, we have
something called a "Reference Con-
sultation." You fill out a form giving
as much information about your topic
as possible, and we set up an appoint-
mentwith you to goover what's avail-
able, show you some of the best tools
to use, and get you started. We alsodo
some preliminary research so that
when we meet (away from the refer-
ence desk), we'll have a head start.
Third, start early. Once you've
identified a tentative topic, contact a
librarian and start the process of see-
ing what's available. Ifwedon'thave
what you need, and you decide to
stick with that topic, we can recom-
mend other libraries where you can
get more materials; or we can request
Zeta active defends greek pledging process
Thanks, gentlemen, for your in-
sight into the Greek pledging process.
We are all grateful to you. Since
Hitler's been gone, we have needed
someone to sling propaganda and tell
us who to persecute. With so many
options, how would we ever decide
for ourselves?
I have a personal horror story I'd
like to add to your anti-Gre- ek public-
ity campaign. 1 fell in love with a
crowd of inr ITigrnt. thoughtful and
motivated women soon after coming
to Wooster. These women belonged --
to a campus organization that fonc-tion- ed
asa support grccp.eocouraged
individuality , built self-estee-m, and
advocated laitpusinvcJvernent. This
group was masquerading beneath
Greek letters as a social ebb. Iam
ashamed to admit I was completely --
taken in. They challenged me tojoin
them, and as one who revels in rising
to the moment, I accepted.
Yon wouldn't believe the things
our pledge class did! ' We actually
spemtimemSootlnesraisingmoney
for charity. (See there, gentlemen!
They don't even beat us with 2X4s
anymore! Now we lift bowling balls
and roll them instead!! Don't you
miss the good old days?) We learned
songs, participated in activities that
required us to think, to be creative, to
be funny, and but I won't horrify
you with the details ofsuch gruesome
things. I hope the gentle reader has
not already been offended and will
forgive my continuing. This story
must be told. The club stressed i
some of them on interiibrary loan.
We have reciprocal, walk-i- n bor
rowing privileges with the major li-
braries m northeastern Ohio. We also
give you 15 free interiibrary loan re-
quests perseinesier.If you need rnore.
I'm willing to extend your limit. If
you re stmkxJangforalot ofsources
off-camp- us in January, you've waited
loo long. LS. is a one-and-a-h-alf
semester program, not 2 semesters!
Fourth, if you've done aU of the
above and it's going to be too much of
a hassle to get what you need, change
your topic Our library has the re-
sources to support literally thousands
of projects, but even universities that
grant master's and doctor's degrees
don't pretend to own everything nec
essary to write theses and disserta
tions on every topic m every field.
Fifth, expect your children to have
easier access to much more informa-
tion than you do now. The library and
information world is moving toward
the "virtual library," in which rapid
document delivery will replace own-
ership of many periodical subscrip
tions and books. But we aren t there
yet, and what we have now will look
as primitive to your children as me-
chanical typewriters look to you. For
now, just think what wonderful sto-
ries you'll be able to tell them: "You
may not believe this, but back in my
day. when I was doing LS., you had
DAMON D.HICKEY
Director of Andrews Library
demic excellence, gave roe study time
(just what I was trying to avoid) and
encouraged me to attend classes. The
nerve! They must nothave known aU
I was looking for were insta-frien- ds
and parties. (Did I mention I was
never once requested to perform a
tingle psychosexual act? How disap-
pointing) By the end of the pledge
- process I'd marie the acquatntence of
over 30 women. After two whole
,
weeks,we weren't even best friends!
They told me the dub was a resource
and I'd have to continue to"work for
--friendships. . OX, I was excited for.
new opportunities to interact widi a
different group of Wooster students
who I respected and could turn to for
support. That made me feel secure.
Secure? Ha! They ripped the rug
out from under my feet by chaflcng-ing- me
to get involved on campus and
make a difference. Alas, my couch-pota- to
days were over. Going home in
May I was afraid what my parents
would say. Ithad been my bestsemes-
ter ever and pulled my GPA up to a
blasted 3.4. What if they thought I
was becoming responsible?!? The
moral of the story: O Independents,
beware the day you receive a bid in
yourmailbox and are challenged with
expanding your horizons. I'll never
forget the day I turned in my bid. Ifl d
only known then what I know now. I
would have done it sooner.
LUCIE CARLETON
Junior
Active, Zeta Phi Gamma
Greek contract
would help
With the
Greek system at
Wooster in the Suff Writercamrjusfocus.an
examination of the pledging process
is in order. My personal opinions
aside CYoa mean I get to be physi-
cally and mentally abused c&pay
every semester so my non-Gre- ek
friends get todrinkfree beer?! Where
do I sign up?"), I think that the pledg-
ing controversy is blown aU out of
proportion.
Ifa person is interested in pledging,
are they not expecting to undergo an
initiation of some kind? Every frater-
nity and sorority (or club and section)
introduces their pledges to their be-
liefs in separate ways. The organiza-
tion cannot be expected to reveal ev-
erything about the pledging process
to the potential member, so the pledge
must take some responsibility in
weighing unknowns of the process
against how much he or she wants to
join. But the process as it stands is
constantly under fire from anti-Gree- k
groups, who claim that the Greeks
nave no right to "haze" the pledges.
The pledges occasionally complain,
too, saying that the initiation process
goes to far. Understandably, some
Greek organizations have very de-
manding and tough initiations, but it
is important to realize that the pledges
are the ones who wanted to join in the
first place, and it is ultimately their
decision to weigh rnembership against
initiation.
As legal issues play an increasing
role in the process, with pledges suing
organizations and schools over the
severity of hazing, it is time for the
Greeks to step in to the legal arena. If
Greek organizations were to incorpo- -
rate a contract of sorts in to the pro-
cess, they and the schools are far less
likely to be targeted by damaging
lawsuits.
This contract would be signed by
students who have decided to pledge.
and make it dear that the school is not
responsible for the activities of the
Greeks. While the school would be
free to invFstiguc Greek acti vity.aod
question pledges about initiation
through out the process, would as
sure the school cc not be blamed.
The contract should make it dear
that the pledge is ultimately lespon--
sible for his or hersflearpt to join the
organization, and therefore a free to
leave theimnanon at any point This ,
escape clause is extremely nnpor- -
tant, as hallows the pksdge todraw the
line whenever he or she feels it neces-
sary, and withdraw from pledging
without any harassment. If the orga
nization harasses the individual for
leaving, it would be a breach of con-
tract, and the organization would be
legally responsible.
Rather than push the Greek system
off campus, and force it to go under
ground, Wooster should instead ne-
gotiate with the Greeks and draw up a
contract that would legally protect all
three parties, through cooperation.
and not conflict, the issue can be
resolvedmamanner that would allow
the Greeks and the college to co-exi- st
peacefully, while clarifying and guar
anteeing the rights ofpledges.
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Numerous soloists to perform Sunday
with Wooster Symphony
SHAWN PERRY
A&EEditor
Jeffrey Lindbcrg will cooductclari-neti- st
Jose Rua and bassoonist Renee
Dec along with the Wooster Sym-
phony Orchestra in a performance of
Franz Danzi's Concertino in B flat
Major for Clarinet and Bassoon," to
be given this Sunday, February 7 in
McGaw Chapel beginning at 4 pjn.
The performance will also feature the
winners of this year's Student Con-certoCpetit- ion
as soloists with the
orchestra.
Rua is a native of Portugal who
graduated cum laude from the Fed-
eral University of Rio de Janeiro in
Brazil. He earned his masters of
music in clarinet at Boston Univer-
sity, which he attended through a full
grant from the Ministry of Education
ofBrazU and a Fulbright Scholarship.
He held the position of co-princi-- pal
clarinet in the Rio de Janeiro Mu-
nicipal Theater Open from 1977-19- 9a
He is presently a member of
Wooster music department, leaching
saxophone and clarinet.
Dee, a graduate of Akron Univer-
sity, is also a member of the music
department at Wooster. She is a fre-
quent performer with the Akron and
-- Canton Symphonies and the Ohio
Ballet Her past experience includes
performances with the Cleveland
Chamber Orchestra, the New York
i . I .1 II 'l I I
Jose Rua
SirifoniaandtheOhk) Light Opera. In
addition to her duties as principal
bassoonist with the Ashland Sym-
phony, Dee is a member of Tapestry,
a woodwind quintet established with
herhusbancLwhich performs through-outOh- kx
The program will also feature WSO
Competition winners as soloists in
several pieces. -- Included are
Krommer's "Concerto in E-fl-at Ma-jor for Clarinet and Orchestra," (first
movement) featuring Amy Harrell on
Orchestra
,
V,- - ;
Renee Dee
clarinet, bassoonist Kathryn Ander-
son in "Andante and Hungarian
Rondo" by Carl Maria von Weber,
and Mozart s Concerto No. 1 in U
Major for Flute and Orchestra" (first
movement) featuring flutist Enka
Fischer.
Also included in the performance
wfflbeSaint-Saens"MarcheMilita- ire
Francaise," and "El Salon Mexico'
by Aaron Copland.
Tickets are $5 at the door. Wooster
students are admitted for free.
Cleveland's Jady Kurrent to appear Saturday
as part of Black History Month celebration
iLt ! " ' J i ' -
'. Photo prTidrf by S--AJ.
The electrifying blend ofdance, hip-hopa- nd R&B personify the high-ener- gy sound ofJady Kurrent,who win
brinx down the house at the Underground tomorrow night from 10 pan. to 2 ajn. Their play list includes many
contemporary rap, pop and R & B tunes as well as timely classics done In the group's own special style. Based
in Cleveland, the group has performed for nothing less than satisfied crowds at colleges and universities
throughout Ohio, including Hiram College, the University of Akron and Kent State. They have also enjoyed
pbenommal success with several tours of Florida and two special tours in Yokohama, Japan, as well as many
NACA Showcases. Admission is $.75 with a College LP.
McCartney
SHAWN PERRY
A&EEditor
Asa key member ofone of the most
revered and highly influential bands
in the history of rock, former BeaUe
Paul McCartney can certainly look
back on the early days of his musical
career with great pnde and admira-
tion. However, when the Beatles
dream ended, the last thing he did was
sit on his laurels while the rest of the
musical world carried on without him.
Instead, he started Wings, another
highly successful and admired band
in the annals of rock history. Now
entering his fourth decade in rock
music, McCartney has set out once
again to find success with another
band comprised of crack musicians
and undeniably catchy song craft
With his newest album. Off the
Ground, McCartney continues with
the same group that made his last
album, 1989's Flowers in the Dirt, a
comeback of sorts for the 50 year old
musician.
Although not the great commercial
success that prior classics such as
Band on the Run aRedRose Speed-
way brought to his previous group.
Flowers was supported by a massive
world tour that was witnessed by
nearly three million fans in 13 coun-
tries. "I ..,.;-- , ; i .- -. :...'.:
Dusting off the old chestnuts in his
Beatles catalog, including many songs
which had never before been per-
formed live, along with McCartney --
classics of the 70's and 80's and the
newerstuff , made for one of the most
successful and entertaining tours of
the season. Now Paul and his band,
comprised ofguitarists Robbie Mcin-
tosh and Hamish Stuart, Paul Wix
Wickens and Linda McCartney on
keyboards and drummer Blair
Cunnmgham, are reuimingonce again
to the stage to support the newest
album by pop's true wunderkind.
Off The Ground is a harder edged
album, much more guitar oriented
thancnewouldejnpeaofMcCartney..
Bat then keain. wuhcuharists Mcin
tosh and. Stuart jn the group,, soch 4
talents should be put to eooduseThe
album has an intimate "live"-fe-el to it,
relying less on the magicrjf studio
tricks and fdCusingrsotely on the mu-
sk; and the quality of its players. It's
obvious that McCartney's stir on
MTV's Unpluggedr and theex ten-
sive nature and warm reception ofhis ..
world tour: cave him a buzz. And it -
comes across well on OffThe Ground.
ThenuetrackorKns thealbum with
atatcnycombinauonofmelodkcho-ruse- s
and heavy guitar riffs coupled
with an easy laklbactwalking rhythm
that makes for a treat toe-tappin-g, all '
outpop hit. One can't help but notice
the Lennonesque tinge McCartney s
voice when recorded in a live setting.
"Looking for Changes" is an all out
rocker in which we aremade aware of
McCartney's biting cynicism about
the way of the world. The song,
which primarily addresses the vari-
ous cruelties that come to animals in
laboratory experiments, makes us re
alize just who the real animar may
truly be.
s new era
RECORD REVIEW
The live sound doesn't get any bet-
ter, however, than on "Get Outof My
Way,"abluesy fifties rockabilly chart
thatallows the band to cut lose into an
all out jam session complete with
horns and killer guitars.
One ofMcCartney 's true strengths,
however, is his ability to create poi-
gnant and stirring ballads. This is still
the case with the gorgeous love song
1 Owe It All To You." and such
moving ballads as The Lovers that
Never Were," (one of his collabora-
tions with Elvis Costello), "Golden
Earth Girl," a worthy successor to
"Mother Nature's Son," and the mys-ticalgrooveofWinedarkOp- enSea."
"He has definitely come a long way
from "Silly Love Songs."
McCartney also follows the for-
mula of such inspirational songs as
"Hey Jude" and "Let It Be" with his
call to arms anthem of bettering the
future in"C'mon People." "Hopeand
Deliverance," (the first single from
the album) and "Peace in the Neigh-
borhood" also provide the irispiration
for peace, hope and unity around the
world.
There are a number of other gems
on the album, including "Mistress
. and Maid," which tells the story of a
woman who feels neglected and used
by the husband she takes such good
care of. And in a rather strange but
hunxxousditty,"BikerLikeanIcon,"
shows the affinity that a girl has for
her biker boyfriend. Things fall short
only in the ridiculously tacked on
piece "Cosmically Conscious," and
the rather bland "Peace in the Neigh-
borhood" It's hard to resist pointing
out the obvious Beatlesque qualities
in McCartney's work. And this al-
bum is no exception. From the or-
chestral "Carry That Weight" feel of
Tmon People" to the swirling key-
boards and horns of "Mistress and
Maid," there are numerous instances
where one could pick out a snippet
from the past
- However, the strength in OffThe
Ground doernot lie in McCartney's
ability to recycle his old ideas. What
makes this album shine is the band .
i-- i. Given the time they have spent
together touring and playing avariety
ofdifferent kinds ofsongs, the "live"
setting of the recording definitely
shows how tight they play together,
and the obvious impact that their indi-
vidual musical and songwriting ideas
have had upon McCartney.
McCartney and Off The Ground
may not find the kind of commercial
success that other more prominent
forms of music are enjoying today.
But with an overkill of Seattle bands ,
and saccharine sweet ballads (ala
Whitney Houston), the music on this
album has variety and true musician-
ship from a finely tuned band, thus
providing a much needed breath of
fresh air.
With the high quality of work done
on this album coupled with an-- up-
coming concert that will surely be as
spectacular as McCartney's last out-
ing, OffThe Ground takes off.
Scot runners fare well
in conference relays
Men grab second
with three victories
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer
This past weekend at the North
Coast Athletic Conference relays, the
Fighting Scot men brought back three
wins and the women one, as the men
finished second and the women sixth
overall.
Both the men's and women's one-mi- te
relay teams were victorious w hen
capping off a long day on Ohio
Wesleyan's indoor track.
The women's team consisted of
seniors Marya Cross and Barbie
Thompson, and junior Emily
Moorefield. while the men's team
was made up with the foursome of
Dan Dickey, Eric Dyrhsen, Orrville
native Jon Jones, and Wooster native
Dave Bower.
The duo ofSky Green and Dyrhsen
accounted for the other two of the
men's three wins, with victories in the
long jump and triple jump relays.
Their combined total of83' 9.75"also
set a new meet record in the triple
jump. The men's 880 yard relay team
also performed well by turning in a
time of 1:36.9 for a third place show
ing.
The next generation
t f
The Wooster women also picked
up a third place showing in the shot
put relay, as Michelle Alviti and
Kristen Rogers combined for a total
throw of 60' 9".
In a very competitive field, Allegh-
eny came out on top ofthe men's meet
with 76J points. Wooster was sec-
ond (65.5). followed by Ohio
Wesleyan (62), Earlham (58.5),
Denison (55), Case Western Reserve
(495), Oberlin (35), Wittenberg (34)
and Ken yon (17.5).
Ohio Wesleyan beat Allegheny out
of first by a ten point margin in scor-
ing 92 total points. Kenyon came next
in third (46), followed by Denison
(44), Oberlin (35), Wooster (31),
Eariham (29), Case Western Reserve
(25) and Winenberg (18).
"Overall, I was pleased with the
performances of both teams'said
Wooster mentor Dennis Rice. "We
still have a long way to go before
we're at full strength. The key for
now is to remain healthy. We still
have a lot of time before March 5
arrives. So far, I like what I see, it's
just a matter of time before we put it
all together."
Wooster is scheduled to run at
Oberlin this Friday in a meet that is to
feature Case Western Reserve, Ohio
Wesleyan, Heidelberg, and John
Carroll.
x
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First-ye- ar cheerleader April Ebea and sophomore Laura Behtscio Join
three-Tear-o- ld Tamara Isham in cheering on the Scots in their 75-3-1
wia over the Ladies of Kenyon on Saturday. Tamara was the only one
not to see action as Wooster used every player on it's bench.
Winning is everything, but not
-
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SpofU fcditor
I often hear the adage
"winning isn't everything,
it's the only thing, espe-
cially in the context of 1',sports. There is this men-
tality that if you do not win )
'then you are not only a loser,
but a failure as welL Doing
well is not enough, one must
win.
There is nothing wrong
with wanting to win at ev-
erything you da Every
great athlete hates to lose.
That's what separates the great ones
from just the good ones. But there is
no shame in losing. There are a lot
more losers in the world than there are
winners.
Take the Buffalo Bills for example.
For the third straight year the Bills
made it to the Super BowL They lost
all three Bowls, the last two by large
margins. Everyone is killing the Bills
for being chokes and failures, embar-
rassing themselves and their city. The
fact that they made it to the Super
Bowl means nothing now. The city of
Buffalo even cancelled the celebra-
tion parade for the Bills because they
were afraid no one would show up.
The way peopleare treating and avoid-
ing the Bills, you would think they
were some kind of plague. Where is
the shame in being second best team
in football for three straight years?
The Bills have done what most other
teams only dreamed of accomplish-
ing. If the Buffalo Bills are a bunch of
failures, what does that make the New
England Patriots, a team that should
commit suicide so as to put them-
selves out of misery? Lets cut the
Bills some slack, and give some credit
where credit is due. Maybe it's not
that the loser is that bad but that the
winner is that good. The Cowboys
were the better team, plain and simple.
It is obvious that the NFC is much
stronger than the AFC TheBills gave
utheirbest she butwere overmatched.
And why is losing such a bad thing?
Every winning team bad to lose be-
fore they got to the top. You learn
more about yourself and your team
when you lose. Itwas not too long ago
when the Cowboys were 1-- 15.
The Media and the Super Bowl
Much of the reason why the Super
Bowls have been lobsided the last
decade crso isbecause the NFCisjust
superior to the AFC. But the media
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attention and the scrutiny
the players undergo is also
part of the problem.
The worst move the NFL
ever made was to have a
two week break between the
conference championship
game and the Super BowL
This long layoff destroys
the continuity of the season
and destroys any momen-
tum the teams might of had.
Look at the college basket-ba- a
national titlegame. This
game is almost always very close and
exciting. This is because their is no
time for media hype to distract the
players. One of the two most closely
contested Super Bowls in the last nine
years occured in 199 1, when the Bills
and Giants played. The time before
the Super Bowl was reduced to one
week because of the Gulf War.
The two weeks causes the media to
turnwereverystorietofindastory.lt
is their job to find stories to go in the
paper. It is very difficult to write
pertinentnews that relates to one foot-
ball game during a two week period.
This results in journalists writing
ridicolous stories about players per-
sonal lives. A few years ago, some-
one asked John Elway if he had sex
the night before the game,and if so, if
it helped him play better. This year
we had the story of Magic Johnson's
bodyguard getting into a fist fight
with Bills linebacker Darryl Talley.
This kind of reporting distracts play-
ers for the game. It is no wonder why
athletes hate journalists.
Roles ofJournalists and Editors
This talk about the media and the
Super Bowl brings me to something
else that I want to address, the roles of
journalists and the role of editor. It's
the job ofajournalist, whether heshe
are dealing with sports or news, to
report the news objectively, and fully.
It is not only our job, it is our obliga-
tion to do this. Ofcourse,itisnotonly
our job, it b our obligation to do this.
Of course, it is impossible to write
without any bias whatsoever, but ev-
ery attempt must be made. I'm sure
everyone is aware of the controversy
that surrounded last week's issue.
There has also been some contro-
versy concerning things that have
appeared in the sports section. -
. I have been bearing some com-
plaint that our section has taken on a
Pittsburgh perspective that has been
fffriwl frp an fimwiie.
While this may be the case, our
loyalty towards Pittsburgh has only
appeared in columns, which are sup-
posed to be opinionated.. This has m
no way affected our objective report-i- p
of the news. I believe we have
This week's question is:
the only thing
been more than fair in ourcoverage of
Wooster athletes, especially the
women. One thing also has to be
remembered, there is not a great deal
of news on this campus.
This leads me to the role that an
editor plays. An editor ofa section not
only decides what goes in their par-
ticular section, they also decide the
tone or stance that it takes as well. I,
not the special interests ofsmall groups
of people, decide how the sports sec-
tion is presented. One decision that
was made was to refer to women
athletes as Fighting Scots instead of
Lady Scots. I expected that ata school
like Wooster that change would not
bring a negative reaction. Or maybe
I should have expected it from this
college.
I decided, after making the change,
to survey the female athletes concern-
ing the change and whether they were
for it or against iL It was for my own
information, no one else's. I was not
planning to go before the administra-
tion to make a change. The reaction
toward my survey has been shocking.
I have been told that my survey was
biased and that I'm basically a jerk.
Only a couple ofpeople have had the
. courtesy to write me with their con-
cerns. The rest of the complaints have
been made behind my back, which I
feel is very poor and disrepectfuL If
there is a problem, write me or talk to
me.
I know it's ajournalists job not to be
. affected by thecriticism and I feel that
our reporting has not been affected in
anyway. But it does affect the person.
Most people do not know how much
work goes into putting together the
paper. Jason and Lauren spend more
time in the Voice office than they do
in their rooms. Iknow I'm in the office
almost 10 hours a week, and those
hours are clumped together on
Wednesday and Thursday. I prob-
ably couW spend less time if I wanted
to but that would sacrifice the quality
of the section, which I do not want to
do. rm riot sure wiry, because I doubt
if anyone on this campus cares.
Survey result
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What nation won the 1992 Summer Olympic Gold Medal in soccer?
Each week the Sports Editors offeryou the reader, the opportunity towia
J5. All you hare lo do is be the first lo call the Voice ofTece atx2598 wuh
the correct answer, and you win the cash prize. David Post won the Jan.
29 challenge by correctly identifying Timrrry Smith.
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Two NCAC fees fall to
Scots seek ninth
conference win
at home Saturday
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The lighting Scot women's bas-
ketball turned things around, posting
two victories this week against
Kenyon and Allegheny. Hie Scots
(11-- 7 overall, 8-- 5 NCAC) defeated
Kenyon 75-- 3 1 this past Saturday, and
Wooster downed Allegheny 64-5- 6 on
Wednesday.
Against Kenyon, Wooster ran out
to an amazing 44-- 6 halftime lead,
before emptying the bench in the sec-
ond half and breezing to its eighth
North Coast Athletic Conference vic-
tory against five losses. At one point,
the Scots led by as much as 55 points.
Due to the large number ofpeople
in the game for the Scots, only two
players scored in double figures. Jun- -,
jot Bridget Smoot had 1 1 points, and
first-ye- ar Julie Paolano chipped in 10
in the con test
Seventh-yea- r headcoachChrisHart
said. The subs did a really nice job
the entire game. The defense was
good in the first half."
The game against the Gators of
'Allegheny was much more tightly
contested. Both teams were jostling
for position in the NCAC standings.
The Scots, who were 7-- 5 going into
the game, and Allegheny, who was 6-- 5,
were battling for fourth place. The
top four teams host the first round of
the NCAC tournament, so this was a
crucial game.
Wooster built up a 35-2- 9 halftime
lead and held off the Gators in the
' second half in posting a very impor-
tant win.
Leading the way for the Scots was
first-ye- ar Carina Taylor who scored
17 points along with 11 rebounds.
Senior Tammy Berger also added 17,
while senior LaSonya Crawl pulled
down a game-hig- h 17 rebounds.
Wooster slips in
' A disappointing fall season has
left Wooster in an unfamiliar posi-
tion u the race for the North Coast
Athletic Conference All-Spor- ts
Qiampionship.
After finishing third last year, the
Fighting Scots find themselves in
sixth place with one-thi- rd of the year
completed. The best showing of the
fall sports season was turned in by
the Fighting Scot field hockey team,
which placed second with a record
of 9-- 3.
; Wooster's soccer teams finished
third with identical 6-- 2 marks, while
the Scot football team captured fifth
with a 2-4- -1 slate. In cross country,
the men were sixth and the women
were seventh at the NCAC Charnpi-onsh- ip
Meet, and in volleyball, the
Scots finished ninth wfch an 0-- 8
record.
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Sophomore forward Amy Petroshus takes a jump shot during the
Fighting Scots destruction of the Kenyon Ladies on Saturday.
"It was a really good road win We
hardly ever win there (Meadville). It
wasanimpartantgaroe,andweplayed
.
with intensity. It was a team effort," --
commented Hart
The Scots play a lpjn, game in the
Timken Gymnasium tomorrow
against Earlham. The Quakers, who -a-
re5-6mthehKCare second in the
conference in total offense. .
"It's a home game. We know what
all-sports race
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Wooster, which has three NCAC
AU-Spor- ts Championships to its
credit, has never finished lower than
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we have to do, so we'll take it from
there," said Hart.
SCOT NOTES: Crawl is second in
the NCAC in rebounds per game
(11.6) Crawl is also first in the
NCAC in blocked shots per game
(1.7) --Wooster is second in the
NCAC in defensive field goal per-
centage (35.9 percent) Wooster
ranks second in LheNCACin rebound
margm (10.4 per game)
Swimmer Whip!
WAA RELEASE
i ' Junior swirnmerLynn Whipkey has
never raced breaststroke at Wooster,
however, this weekend in the home
meetagaaistMountUnionandWayne
rotate she win make her collegate
breaststroking debut
n luimcj loiuuuwAAUMfi WW wi
, rTirnarrrastsmokermhighschooltT . mv cv.twMrK.U1J311IC&UJWU.11. J .JlfcHMllwiuiK
school record in the 100 breaststroke
at Jametown High School
"Now I'm a terrible breaststroker. I
think I have forgotten bow." she
claims.
Inlit highIUKI1 school, WhipkeyTt IUIM.T was not
exuy a g
.
breaststroker, but a good
n - n.. t.- -
aii-arou- na swimmer, dj mm scum
' year she was vccedaieam captain and
was named the team's MVP. For
Wooster. Whipkey is also a captain
but bow she primarily swims back-
stroke - -events..'
Denison sweeps Scots;
OWU meet ends in split
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
The College of Wooster men's and
women's swimming teams showed
progress this weekend in two separate
meets against Denison and Ohio
Wesleyan University. While the teams
put forth a great effort the outcomes
of the meets were mixed.
The women's team split the week-
end, losing to NCAC powerhouse
Denison on Friday by a score of 148-8- 8
and defeating Ohio Wesleyan Sat-
urday by a total of 131-6- 5.
Even though die women fell to the
Big Red, there were some exceptional
individual performances at the meet
First year national qualifier Debbie
King easily handled the competition
bywinning all three of her events; 200
yard individual medley (2:15.43),500
yard freestyle (5:23.00), and the 200
yard breaststroke (2:3333).
Other event winners included jun-
ior Ail-Americ- an Tammy Behringer,
who captured first place in the 200
yard freestyle with a time of 2.-02-1,
and first year Liz Helstein, who won
trie orte-meierdivingcompe- tition and
missed qualifying for nationals in the
event by only two points.
"Although we lost to Denison, it
was a good meet," said Wooster head
coach Keith Beckett "We matched
up in some areas, but they had more
depth and that was the deciding factor
in the meet."
Rebounding from the Denison de-
feat, the women swept the OWU
Bishops winning every event in the
meet The women even shutout Ohio
Wesleyan in two races. In the 50
freestyle, junior All-Americ- an Katy
Schnell (26.65), first year Peggy Teale
(2734) andjurikx Sandy Clark (27.75)
finished first, second and third re-
spectively. In addition, the top three
spots in the 100 yard backstroke were
taken by three first year swimmers,
Teale (1:0419), Heather Gleason
(1:06.19) and King (1:06.42).
King was also a key performer in
the 1000 yard freestyle, where she
took first place (1 1:26.46), and in the
: "When I Pot to oolleee. I decided I
didn't like breaststroke anymore so I
becarneabaeksttoker."said Whipkey.
I like backstroke because I enjoy
getting oxygen."
Whipkey: sites both good things
and bad things 'about being on the
swim teaml ; . '
--I swim because I enjoy the team.
.
Everyoregmalong really well, M said-
Whinkev. "It is more fun to cheer in1 --J
meets than worry about my events or
times wnen i stop naving run, i u
stop Swimming."
The Digest drawback she claims is
the amount of time swimming takes.
She claims that
.
-
"the swim season
. .
is
the longer in the world and--jt is a
mow time mmmiltmftnLy .
Her nersonal coals for this year are
to be in the fop twelve in her three,
individual events (the 100 and 200
backstroke and the 400 individual
medley) at conference."
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200 yard freestyle, where she won the
race with a timeof 2.-0-1. 57. Notable
swims were turned in by Behringer
who won the 100 butterfly (13.09).junior Heather Johnston who took
first in the 100 breaststroke (1:1331)
and first yearJen Hudson who swam
to a first place finish in the 500 yard
freestyle.
Other winners included junior cap-
tain Lynn Whipkey in the 200 indi-
vidual medley (2:28.71) and Clark in
the 100 freestyle (1:00.47).
"This Ohio Wesleyan was a very
easy meet for our women," said
Beckett. "A number of individuals
carried the intensity over from the
Denison meet and secured a victory.'
The meets were not so easy for the
men's team to swallow, as they were
defeated by the 3 (DU) and 12
(OWU) Division in teams in the na-
tion. The men lost to Denison 171-6- 4
and were overpowered by Ohio.
Wesleyan by a score of 132-8- 2.
Against Denison, senior All-Ameri- can
Tom Hungerford took second in
the 500 yard freestyle with a time of
4:56J2 and junior Chad Coffman
captured second in the 100 freestyle
clocking in at 50.73. In addition,
junior diver Dave Diluzio defeated
the ceHneter and three-met-er boards.
In the Ohio Wesleyan meet,
Hungerford again helped the team by
winning the 500 freestyle and taking
second in the 1000 freestyle
(10:08.44). Diluzio also performed
well, winning theone-met-er competi-
tion. Another notable performance
was turned in by firstyearJ.C Chandor
in his second place finish in the 100
yard breaststroke (1:05.90).
"As the teams come off of this
exciting weekend, they enter into their
taper phase of the season," said
Beckett. "Next weekend the men
should havean excellent meet and the
women should continue working to
be a force at the Conference Champi
onships.
"More irnportant than any of my
personal goals are the team goals we
have set this year," said Whipkey.;
"Our team has really improved over
the three years and everyone really
warts to take thirdat theNCCham-pkxiships- ."
Todo that the women's team would
have to upset AUegeheny. (Kenyon
and Denison aready have a lock in the
first and second spots.) Sheisdeter-min- e
to be one of the team leaders to
make that happen this year.
The only thing Whipkey is more
dedicated to than swimming are aca-
demics. A political science major
with an urban studies rninor.she holds
a cumulative GPA above 3.7. She
hopes after graduation to eventually
attend law school and live in
ington D.C But those things are a
long way ofLrightnow her only con-
cern is trying to remember now to
iwim breaststroke for Saturday.
Hr j
RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Woosur 72. Ken yon 65
Wooster 78, Allegheny 69
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 75, Kenyon 31
Wooster 64, Allegheny 56
SWIMMING & DIVING
Men - Denison 171. WOO 64
OWU 132, WOO 82
Women - Denison 148, WOO 88
WOO 131. OWU 65
INDOOR TRACK
Men 2nd pbee
Wnrrvrn - fs H-y-- g
QUOTES OF
THE WEEK
"Obviously, winning an
other NBA Championship
isn't their main focus any
longer. Now it's who gets the
shot!, who gets the points, who
gets the money."
NBA forward Scott Hasangs
on the Chicago Bulls. (Sports
Illustrated. Feb. 1)
"We turned the ball over
nine times. You can't beat a
college team doing that."
Buffalo quarterback Jim Kelly
on his team's dismal perfor
mance in the Super Bowl.
3"
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)2 Scots down Gators for fifth straight win
Buchanan, Cline,
"V. CoachMoore'sMeinen injured but teams thrive on
expected to return
offensive defense
MEN'S BASKETRAU.
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER .
Assistant Sports Editor
TheWooster men's basketball team
extended its winning streak to five
games, with two wins this week. Last
Saturday, the Fighting Scots (13-- 6
overall, 9--4 NCAC) avenged an ear-
lier loss by defeating Kenyon 72-6- 5,
and on Wednesday evening, the Scots
downed Allegheny, the number one
team in the North Coast Athletic Con-
ference 78-6- 9.
With sixth-ye- ar head coach Steve
Moore at the helm, the Fighting Scots
seem poised to make a run at their
second consecutive NCAC tourna-
ment crown. A fifth consecutive
NCAC regular season crown looks
improbable as the Scots find them-
selves currently in third place, and
one and one halfgames behind leader
Allegheny.
"We are playing our best basketball
of the season. We hope to peak as we
go down the stretch, said Moore.
Last Saturday, Wooster traveled to
Gambier wthe intent to avenge the
59-5- 4 defeat they suffered at the hands
of Kenyon on Jan. 2.
Juniorguard Doug Meinen missed
his second consecutive due to a
sprained ankle he suffered in practice.
Sophomore guard Craig Bradley
stepped into Meinen s starting role
turned in his most productive perfor-
mance of the season, pumping in a
team-leadi- ng 20 points, while going
4-o-f-7 firom three-poi- nt land.
The Scots took advantage ofa slow
start by the Lords and built op a 34-2- 5
halftime lead. Kenyon played a solid
second half, but the Scots were too
much for them, as they ended up with
a seven-poi- nt win.
In addition to the play of Bradley,
senior forward Brian B uchanan played
well adding 19 in the winning cause.
"We didn't play exceptionally wett.
We got the lead early. We held them
off in the second half, and didn't fold
to their pressure, which was good,"
commented Moore.
On Wednesday evening, the Al-legh- eny
Gators came to town in hopes
of avenging their only NCAC loss of
the season, an embarrassing 80-5- 8
trouncing at the hands of the Scots on
Jan. 13 in Meadville, Pa. The Gators
chances seemed to be helped by the
fact that during pre-ga- me warrnups,
both Meinen and Buchanan were in
street clothes. Just as Meinen had
done a week earlier, Buchanan
sprained his ankle in practice and
would not be able to play. Sorjhomore
guard Kris Mallarnee filled in for
Buchanan in the starting lineup against
the Gators.
Playing only seven men for the
entire game, Wooster taught Allegh-
eny a lesson in basketball. At the half.
Wooster had run up a 37-3- 0 lead.
The nightmare continued for Al-
legheny as Lhe Scots continued lo turn
it on in the second half, building the
r
-
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Sophomore forward Doug Cline maneuvers underneath the basket for
a shot during Wposter's 78-6- 9 victory over Allegheny on Wednesday.
lead to as much as 52-3- 2 at the 14:10
mark. The lead hovered around in the
mid-tee-ns for the remainder of the
contest, until the Gators brought it to
within nine at the end.
The lop scorer for Wooster was
sophooiore forward Doug Cline who
threw down 24 points, dine also
pulled down eight rebounds before
exiting the game with a slightly
sprained ankle at 6:51 of the second
half. Four other Scots scored in double
figures.
Sophomore forward Scon Meech
chipped in 1 5 to go alon g with his nine
rebounds, four assists, and three
blocked shots. Schomore forward
Jason Zerger added 10 points and six
rebounds. Junior point guard Mike
Morgan had 13 points, and Bradley
had 10.
"We played with great emotion. It
was a very inspired effort. We ex-
ecuted well oTensivtly.aridwe passed
welL Scott Meech played particu-
larly well on defense guarding their
top scorer," stated Moore.
Wooster puts its winning streak on
the line tomorrow afternoon when
they take on Earlham at Armington
Field House at 3.-O-0. The Scots hand-
ily defeated the Quakers on Jan. 9 by
a score of 83-5- 2.
fx
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"Earlham has a lot ofgood athletes.
They like to play an up-tem- po game.
They are second in the conference m
scoring, said Moore.
bUJi NUits: Buchanan may
play tomorrow. Cline should be ready
to play tornorrow.and Meinen is ques-
tionable for tomorrow's contest
Buchanan continues to lead theNCAC
in field goal percentage with 58.7
percent (121-20- 6) The Scots lead
the NCAC in scoring margin (13).
Bradley: player oftheweek
Sophomore Craig Bradley has
been named men s basketball
"Player of the Week" for his play
last week in the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference. Bradley, a 6--2
guard, had 35 points in his first
two collegiate starts as the Scots
ran their winning streak to four
with wins over CWRU and
Kenyon. He had 15 points, on five
first half three pointers, in a 73-4- 3
win over CWRU on Jan. the 27,
and a team high 20 points in a 72-6- 5
triumph at Kenyon on Jan. 30.
Bradly converted nine of 13 three
pointers on the week.
- compiled from an NCA C report
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Defense wins games. This
statement could be applied to a
number ofsports, and it still holds
true. The statement has never
been more evident than in the
coaching of Steve Moore.
The College of Wooster has .
amassed 1,098 NCAA basket-
ball victories in its history, third
best among Division III teams.
In the 92-ye- ar history of this pro-
lific program. Coach Moore, in
his six seasons, has the highest
winning percentage ofany other
Wooster head coach.
Why is this the case? Perhaps,
defense has something to do with
if v- - v v -
During the 1988-198-9 season,
Moore's Scots were recognized
as the top defensive team in the
country after leading the nation
in scoring defense (57.1 points
per game allowed) and field goal
percentage defense (38. 1 percent
allowed). It was during that sea
son that Wooster won its first of
four consecutive NCAC regular
season titles. :
Moore's philosophy came to a
climax last season when his team
compiled an astounding 26--3
mark and a number four national
ranking.
Although ltdoes notlooklikely
that the Fighting Scots will win
another regular season confer-
ence title this Year,Wooster once
again leads the entire nation in
defense. The Scots give up 55.7 .
points per contest, and they allow
their opponents to shoot a mere
40.7 percent (353-86- 8) from the
field.
What kind of defense does
Coach Moore employ?
"We play a man-to-m- an de-
fense,' said Moore. "We've al-
ways played man-to-m- an defense
here. We make adjustments de
pending on the opponent, it all
depends who we're playing. We
may sag more on defense against
some teams, but we always play
man-to-man- ".
Coach Moore's success rate
speaks for itself, but his defen
sive system certainly would not
seem as impressive if he did not
have the personnel to actually
implement the system.
The best example of a claver
that fits Moore's system is senior
forward Brian Buchanan. The
captain of this year's team.
Buchanan is a four-ve- ar
letterwinner at Wooster. Each
year, beginning with his first.
Buchanan has consistently been
singled out to playdefense against
the opposition's best offensive
player. Many feel that Buchanan
may be the best defender in
Wooster basketball history.
